
There was a post a while back about Super Bowl coin tosses.  

http://mathforum.org/kb/thread.jspa?forumID=67&threadID=2315473&messageID=7608052#7608052 

 

So the NFC has won the coin toss for the past fourteen Super Bowls -- from the Super Bowl  

in 1998 to the Super Bowl in 2011.  

 

That's pretty remarkable. I think this could perhaps be an interesting student project to investigate 

this in more detail.   

 

One could probably find cases in history where magicians, gamblers, or  

con artists have found ways to manipulate coin tosses. Although that certainly wouldn't  

show that the Super Bowl coin toss was rigged.  

 

If it was rigged one might ask: how was it done?  

 

Barring any kind of vast conspiracy it is possible that the coin  

was rigged in such a way that it either always came up the same  

result or that it was more likely to come up a certain result.  

 

However this approach is not consistent with the data. Although  

the NFC did win the coin toss for all of those fourteen years it  

was not always the NFC captain that called the result.  

 

There were cases where the AFC captain called the result in the  

air but it landed opposite to that.  

http://mathforum.org/kb/thread.jspa?forumID=67&threadID=2315473&messageID=7608052#7608052


 

According to the Book of Odds the conference that calls it  

alternates each year:  

 

http://www.bookofodds.com/Daily-Life-Activities/Sports/Articles/A0283-Super-Bowl-Coin-Toss 

 

Another possibility that one could imagine is that the coin  

was somehow rigged so that it was possible to modify its  

flight after the captain had already called out the result.  

 

One might imagine that there was some kind of radio transmitter 

held by somebody in the stands and then a receiver built into the  

coin so that it would be vibrated to change its outcome.  

 

I have no idea if this is at all possible, but I think many people would  

say that it is pretty farfetched.  

 

Even if a lab had millions of dollars it could still be very difficult to  

create a coin that would be able to do that (If someone could  

do that it might be pretty amazing).  

 

In the case of the Super Bowl it would not only have to  

be able to be modified in flight, but it would have be done  

in such a way so that when the signal was received nobody  

on the field would be able to detect that.  

http://www.bookofodds.com/Daily-Life-Activities/Sports/Articles/A0283-Super-Bowl-Coin-Toss


The Highland Mint is the company that makes  

the Super Bowl flip coin.  

 

http://www.highlandmint.com/ 

 

They talk a bit on their web site about  

the process by which they make their coins.  

 

http://www.highlandmint.com/about-us.aspx 

 

If a person were to ask them whether it was possible  

for somebody to embed a electronic device in the Super  

Bowl flip coin I would guess they might think the person  

was a little crazy. They would probably have a number  

of reasons why such a thing is impossible. 

 

All of the above is reminiscent of a proof by contradiction. We start  

with some premise and then see what it leads to. Unlike in  

mathematics we do not have 100% certainty (and there are  

more facts and data that could be gathered).  

 

However, in subjects other than mathematics one generally  

speaking never has absolute certainty.   

In fields such as law, psychology, medicine and  

polling people need to make a decision even if they do not  

http://www.highlandmint.com/
http://www.highlandmint.com/about-us.aspx


know exactly what happened, what the outcome will be, or  

what the current situation is.  

 

Furthermore, one can make another point. It is true that if  

somebody in 1998 before the Super Bowl were to ask the question:  

What is the probability that the next fourteen coin tosses will all be won by the  

NFC team? Under the assumption that the coin toss is fair and there isn't any manipulation  

the probability of that is  1/(214) = 1/16,384  which is quite unlikely (1/16,384 is approximately  

6/100,000)  

 

However, as far as I know nobody asked that question. Nor as far as I know did anybody ask:  

 

What is the probability that the next fourteen coin tosses are all won by the AFC?  

What is the probability that the next fourteen coin tosses are all heads?  

What is the probability that the next fourteen coin tosses are all tails?  

What is the probability that the next fourteen coin tosses are all won by the team that called the result?  

What is the probability that the next fourteen coin tosses are all won by the team that didn't call the 

result?  

 

If any of those result had occurred from 1998 to 2011 people might find that pretty remarkable  

and say that the probability of that happening is quite low.  

 

As one further extends the question the probability increases. The probability of the following: 

 

 

 



1. From 1998 to 2011 getting either: 

 all coin toss wins by the AFC     or, 

 all coin toss wins by the NFC    or,  

 all coin toss wins by heads       or,  

  all coin toss wins by tails           or,    

 all coin toss wins by the team the called the result  or,   

 all coin toss wins by the team that didn't call the result.  

 

is approximately  37/100,000  

 

while the probability of the following:  

 

2. Of the 45 Super Bowls from 1967 to 2011 getting a run of fourteen or more consecutive coin toss wins 

by the NFC.  

 

is approximately  93/100,000  

 

and the probability of the following:  

 

3. Of the 45 Super Bowls from 1967 to 2011 getting a run of fourteen or more consecutive coin toss wins 

by either the NFC or the AFC.  

 

is approximately 202/100,000  

 

and the probability of the following:  

 



4. Of the 45 Super Bowls from 1967 to 2011 getting a run of fourteen or more consecutive:  

 

 coin toss wins by the AFC or,  

 coin toss wins by the NFC or,  

 coin toss wins by heads or,  

 coin toss wins by tails  or,  

 coin toss wins by the team that called the result  or,  

 coin toss wins by the team that didn't call the result.  

 

is approximately 598/100,000  which is about  0.006.  

 

(see the post script for details on how these numbers are obtained – the simulation for the last question 

does not take into account that the conference that flips the coin alternates each year)  

 

Admittedly 0.006 is still a pretty small probability. However, it is about 100 times more than 1/16,384.  

 

One might feel that 0.006 is within the realm of possibility if any alternative to the model just seems too 

farfetched. 

 

In any large set of data there may be some unusual results. Now it is quite possible that the unusual 

result comes about by contamination, incorrect model, bug in the simulation, human error, etc.  

However, there is also the simple possibility that it just happened by chance.  

 

Unusual results may occur which grab people's attention yet there can be many  

opportunities for unusual results to occur.  

 



Although professional football is one of the more popular sports in the United States 

(and there is a lot of betting on pro football)  there are many other sports where coin  

tosses occur:  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coin_flipping#Use_in_dispute_resolution 

 

I think this is an interesting question because it involves combining statistics with domain knowledge 

about a subject.  

Statistical analysis is one method of inquiry and analysis but there are others. 

 

If there is some inconsistency or some question that arises students  

might do further statistical analysis or they might:  

 

 1. Seek to get more data through experimentation.  

 2. Do further visual observation.  

 3. Seek to apply a theoretical analysis.  

 4. Seek to get further information or historical data through books, libraries, the Internet etc.  

 5. Discuss with colleagues about the investigation.  

 6. Discuss with superiors, supervisors, or more experienced investigators about results.  

 7. Do computer simulations.  

 

So various techniques can be combined to try to get a better picture of what is going on.  

 

David Friedman   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coin_flipping#Use_in_dispute_resolution


Math Details Post-Script  

For the first question one can see that the probability is approximately  6*(1/16,384) since it is close to 

the sum of the probability that any one of the dimensions are all 0’s or all 1’s. This is not exactly correct 

because there is the possibility that two dimensions or even all three dimensions will be all 0’s or all 1’s. 

There may be a theoretical approach using inclusion-exclusion. The approach sketched here does not 

use inclusion-exclusion but just adds up the various possibilities:  





 

 

 

                    

   
           

And 

 

      
           

 

For questions  2, 3, and 4 a Python simulation is used to get an approximate result.  

However, it seems that for those questions it may be quite possible to apply an approach similar to what 

was done here with recurrence relations:  

http://mathforum.org/kb/thread.jspa?forumID=67&threadID=2167321&messageID=7370739#7370739 

to analyze it theoretically.  

The code and output for the Python simulation can be found here:  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/1JA1204A4FBRMN7PK682_ap-stat/super_bowl_simulations.zip 

  

http://mathforum.org/kb/thread.jspa?forumID=67&threadID=2167321&messageID=7370739#7370739
https://s3.amazonaws.com/1JA1204A4FBRMN7PK682_ap-stat/super_bowl_simulations.zip


Additional Postscript  

I added this comment after posting my write-up:  

 

>In this analysis that I posted I asked the question: 

> 

>What is the probability that from 1998 to 2011 one gets either: 

>       all coin toss wins by the AFC     or, 

>       all coin toss wins by the NFC    or, 

>       all coin toss wins by heads       or, 

>       all coin toss wins by tails           or, 

>       all coin toss wins by the team the called the result  or, 

>       all coin toss wins by the team that didn't call the result. 

> 

>I think the last dimension ("called the result/did not call the result") 

>is not correct. 

> 

>After all since the calling team alternates each year it isn't possible 

>for the calling team to win the toss fourteen times in a row. 

> 

>One could replace that dimension with ("won the game / did not win the game"). 

> 

>Of course this other dimension is somewhat problematic because 

>one might question a model in which the probability that the NFC 

>wins the Super Bowl vs. the AFC winning the Super Bowl is really 

>50-50. 



 

>And one might also question whether there is any correlation between 

>the team that wins the toss, and the team that wins the game. 

> 

>There may be another dimension that one could find which 

>people might still find remarkable if it were to occur 14 times 

>consecutively the same way. 

  



Second additional postscript  

And then I added another message to correct an incorrect statement in the first additional postscript.  

 

>On Fri, Feb 3, 2012 at 1:58 PM, David Friedman <david.kit.friedman@gmail.com> wrote: 

>> In this analysis that I posted I asked the question: 

>> 

>> What is the probability that from 1998 to 2011 one gets either: 

>>        all coin toss wins by the AFC     or, 

>>        all coin toss wins by the NFC    or, 

>>        all coin toss wins by heads       or, 

>>        all coin toss wins by tails           or, 

>>        all coin toss wins by the team the called the result  or, 

>>        all coin toss wins by the team that didn't call the result. 

>> 

>> I think the last dimension ("called the result/did not call the result") 

>> is not correct. 

>> 

>> After all since the calling team alternates each year it isn't possible 

>> for the calling team to win the toss fourteen times in a row. 

> 

>Well, the calling team can win the toss fourteen times in a row, but  

>then it isn't possible for one particular conference to also win the toss  

>fourteen times in a row.  

> 

>i.e.  



> 

>Conference (NFC: 0/AFC: 1)                   1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 

>Heads/Tails: (Heads: 0/Tails: 1)              0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1,  1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0  

>Calling team: (Called: 0/Didn't call: 1)     1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 

> 

>isn't a possibility because the conference  

>that calls the toss alternates each year.  

> 

>If the AFC wins the toss in the first year by not  

>calling it then if the AFC wins the toss in the  

>second year it must be by calling it.  

> 

>Essentially, there isn't really three dimensions but  

>two dimensions because conference and calling team  

>are directly related.  

> 

>So for the third dimension one could instead  

>have the conference that won the game.  

> 

>But the caveats mentioned in the previous e-mail still  

>apply if one analyzes it based on the conference  

>that won the game.  

> 

>Two other sources that one might consider in  

>terms of unusual results might be the 2000 U.S.  



>Presidential Election:  

> 

http://uselectionatlas.org/POLLS/PRESIDENT/2012/polls.php?fips=12 

http://uselectionatlas.org/RESULTS/data.php?year=2000&datatype=national&def=1&f=1&off=0&elec=0 

> 

>(although I knew that Florida was decided by  

>only a few hundred votes I hadn't realized that  

>New Mexico was also decided by just a  

>few hundred votes)  

> 

>And the Vietnam War draft numbers:  

> 

http://onlinestatbook.com/2/graphing_distributions/intro_graphing.html 

> 

> 

>The election data listed on that David Leip's U.S. Presidential  

>Atlas can illustrate the point made in the PDF file  

>that sometimes it is logical to just try and get more data.  

> 

>Suppose one is seeking to predict the margin of victory  

>in the state of Florida.  

> 

>One way to do it would be to just take the  

>average of the margin of victory in the past four elections:  

> 



>1996      302,334          

>2000          537 

>2004      380,978 

>2008      236,148 

> 

>And so the average of this is about 230,000.  

> 

>Such an estimate might still very well be within the ball park  

>of the actual margin of victory (on one side or the other side)  

>that will occur in November of this year in Florida.   

> 

>However, it is likely that a much better estimate can be  

>found from current polling data.  

> 

>http://www.gallup.com/poll/152240/Romney-Ties-Obama-Swing-States-Gingrich-Trails.aspx 

> 

>If it is feasible one may be able to get a better  

>picture of what is going on by just obtaining more data.  

> 

>Especially if there is reason to believe that the situation  

>may have changed or if the situation is constantly changing.  

> 

>One could form an estimate from polling data current  

>as of early Februrary.  

> 



>Likely to be more accurate still would it be to  

>form an estimate from data as the election gets closer.  

> 

>People will be taking into account news reports,  

>speeches, events, actions, debates, etc. in terms  

>of deciding how they will vote.  

> 

>David Friedman 

 


